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Plasma maser theory of ordinary mode radiation
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The plasma maser theory of ordinary mode radiation, in the presence of a coherent ion cyclotron
wave in a magnetized plasma, due to a high frequency nonlinear force is studied. This nonlinear force
which arises from the resonant interaction between electrons and the modulated electric fields caused
by coupling between the coherent ion cyclotron wave field and the test high frequency ordinary mode
wave field, is calculated. The growth rate of the ordinary mode radiation is obtained and application of
the results to the Jovian kilometric radiation is stressed.
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1 Introduction ,,/

There has been a great deal of interest in recent
years in a new maser effect in plasma turbulence,
viz., induced bremsstrahlung instability, because of
its potential application to numerous space and la
boratory plasma radiation phenomena I. This new
process belongs to the lowest order mode-mode
coupling effect in weak plasma turbulence. Ac
cording to the standard weak turbulence theory,
the lowest order mode-mode coupling processes
are composed of three parts, namely, (i) the reso
n'ant three-wave interaction, (ii) the nonlinear Lan
dau damping and (iii) the plasma maser interac
tion. The induced bremsstrahlung instability oc
curs for w= kv with 0 ~ Kv, where (w, k) and (0,
K) are the frequency and the wave number of. the
low frequency pump field and the high frequency
radiation field, respectively and v is the electron
velocity. The plasma maser theory has recently
been applied successfully to a number of observ
ations in the space and laboratory plasma2-6•

The plasma maser effect is basically a frequen
cy-upconversion process in which there is a flow
of energy from a low frequency mode to a high
frequency mode in a plasma. Evidence of frequen
cy upconversion was also recently reported in the
laboratory by Mori and Ohya7 who detected emis
sion of l1pper hybrid soliton from ton wave in-a
beam-plasma system. Pottelette et at.s reported the
emission of very intense bursts of broadband elec
trostatic noise from the plasma frequency with fre-.
quencies up to the local electron cyclotron fre
quency in the source region of the auroral kilom
etric radiation (AKR) and suggested possible links
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between these electrostatic bursts and the AKR

generation.
Recently, it has been shown that the induced

bremsstrahlung instability mechanism can be. best
understood in terms of a high frequency nonlinear
force3• This high frequency nonlinear force arises
from the resonant interaction between electrons

and modulated electric' fields caused by the coup

ling of low frequency fields with the high f~n
cy ES or EM fields present in the system. ~us
electrons suffer acceleration (or deceleration) due
to this nonlinear force, and the. accelerated elec
trons can radiate ES or EM wave. In contrast to

the parametric interaction process where a low
frequency nonlinear force is produced by coupling
between a high frequency pump wave and a low
frequency wave to make a low frequency wave un
stable, the nonlinear force in this mechanism is a
high frequency one and makes the high frequency
wave unstable.

In this paper we consider the emission of ordi
nary mode radition in a magnetized plasma con
taining low frequency ion cyclotron wave excited
by a current along the applied magnetic field.

2 Calculation of nonlinear force

In order to calculate the nonlinear force, we
need an expression for the modulated electric
fields and the electron distribution function due to

the low frequency fluctuations. For this purpose,
we consider a homogeneous magnetized plasma in
the presence of a coherent ion cyclotron wave
propagating almost perpendicular to the external
magnetic field, Do = i Bo. The basic equations gov-
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VxE= _! as
e at

... (9)

... (10)

... (11)

,u 0 B h' Here ,u represents the ordering of the high
frequency perturbation and we have assumed that
,u ~ c. The total perturbed electric and magnetic
fields and the electron distribution function ac

cording to the linear response theory of a turbu
lent plasmal) can be written as

1 aE 4Jl
VxB=--+-J

e at e

erning the interaction of the low frequency fields
with an electron which leads to the ordinary mode
radiation are the set of Vlasov-Maxwetrs equations,

(a a e[ 1 ] a)a/v' ar - m E(r,t)+~vxB(r,t) . av .f.,(r,v,t)=O

... (1)

... (2)

I

(a a e a) e a-a +v'-;::--vxBo' A... Ile=-E(- IOe ... (7)t UI me Uy m av

where J:. is the electron distribution function and
other notations are standard ones.

The unperturbed electron distribution function
and the electric fields are

... (15)

... (13)

... (14)

a a e a
P=-+v'---vxBo'-

at ar me av

where the operator

To the order of ,u, ,uc and ,uc~, we obtain from
Eq.(12)

where bEll, and OBlh are the electric and magnetic
fields, respectively, of the mixed mode, ~E and
~B the next higher order perturbed electric and
magnetic fields, respectively, 0 It" is the perturbed
electron distribution function due to the mixed
mode and ~ I the next higher order perturbed
electron distribution function. T,he ordinary mode
is assumed to propagate along ~ direction with
wave vector K = (K,O,O).

We now linearize Eq. (1) for E,~ oE to obtain

... (8)

... (4)

... (6)

... (5)

For low frequency ion cyclotron wave, electron
motion along the magnetic field is important. The
Fourier component of the corresponding electron
distribution function is obtained from Eq. (7) as

where loe is the space and time averaged part of
the distribution function, he the fluctuating part of
the electron distribution function due to the low

frequency field and he its higher order fluctuating
part. Here c is a small parameter and is associated
with the amplitude of the low frequency ion cyc
lotron fluctuations. Eq. EI =Elcos (kllz + k.L X - wt)
is the electrostatic ion cyclokon wave
field which is assumed to be in the xz-plane
with k .L ~ kll' Parameters wand k are the
frequency and the wave vector and t 1., II) refer to
directions perpendicular and parallel to the appli
ed magnetic field, respectively.

To the order of c, we obtain from Eq. ( 1)

J = - en f vJ:.(r,v,t)dv

j. (k ) (i elm) E'!I(k, w) (a;avll) tie1 <' ,W
2 (w - kll VII + iO)

Here iO represents the small imaginary part of W.

We now perturb the steady state by the high fre
quency ordinary mode test wave fields ,u 0 E hand
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Introducing transforms in space and time for the
various quantities according as

where

f= - enoD~/(K - k,Q - w)

and integrating along the orbits of the particles in
the unperturbed fields1o, we solve Eqs (13)-(15)
to obtain the mixed mode electric field II as

Of

-I ~ •
OE1h(K,Q)= -Do (K,Q) Q 2nv1d"ldvlYli

x IJ:(Kv jQcl[OEh(K - k, Q - w) aa he(k,w)a~-OO Q-aQe VII

+ oEh(K + k,Q + w)~ he( - k, - W)] .. , (17)ov~

A(r,v,t)= IA(v,K,Q )exp[i(K'r-Qt]
K,'1

.. ,(16)
... (21)

Here ve = (2 Tim) 1/2 is the electron thermal velocity,
T the electron temperature and Z1. 'fJ) the plasma
dispersion function, where 'YJ = (w - kll vo)/ kll Veo In
deriving Eq. (20) we have assumed the electron
distribution function fOe to be a shifted Maxwelli
an foe which is given by

foe = (m/2n Tp/2exp[ - m( VII - vo)Z/21]exp[ - mvii2 T]

... (22)

where Vo is the drift velocity of the electron.

where Do(K,Q) is the linear dielectric constant of
the ordinary mode given by

( )- (CK)2 ~fDo K,Q -1- Q + Q 2nv ldvldvilvil

;, J:(Kv ~/Qe)[ aQe (~_ ~)
x L., ~--- VII V ~

~~-OO Q-aQe Qv~ av~ aV11

3 Growth rate of ordinary mode
As has already been mentioned, the plasma maser

effect can be explained in terms of a high frequency
nonlinear force. We now use this nonlinear force

[Eq. (19)] in the equation of motion for electroh to
obtain3

... (18) Maxwell's equations are:

where the symbols have their usual meanings. Af
ter linearization and Fourier analyses we get from
Eqs (23) and (24),

Here wpe and Q, are, respectively, the electron
plasma and cyclotron frequencies, and Ja (Kv1/
Qe) is the Bessel function. In deriving Eq. (7) we
have neglected the contribution of the terms OBh

and oB Ih' because the induced bremsstrahlung
arises from electron acceleration through modula
tion electric fields.

From Eq. (15), retaining the most dominant
nonlinear term in the high frequency perturba
tionl2, the high frequency nonlinear force F N can
be written in the Fourier space as follows3.

VxE= _~ aB
C at

VXB=~oE 4n+
C ot -JC

J= - env ... (24)

F N(K,Q)= enof OE1h(K-k,Q - w)· ; !t.lk,w)vdv

... (19)

Substituting Eqs (17) and (8) for oE1h(K - k,
Q - w) and h.(k,w) respectively, we obtain from
Eq. (19) the z-component of the nonlinear force as

... (20)
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... (25)

(Q2-c2K2)oEh(K,Q )=4nieno'!h ... (26)

Using Eqs (20) and (25), we finally obtain from
Eq. (26) the dispersion relation for the ordinary

mode as ( f)
Q2=c2K2+w~e 1--- ... (27)

eno
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In the long wavelength limit (K -+ 0)

4 Discussion

We have thus obtained the growth rates of the

ordinary mode radiation for Q z wpe and Q "" Qe.

We have shown that the high frequency nonlinear
force which arises from the resonant interaction
between the modulation fields and the electrons

drives the instability. The emission mechanism of
the high frequency ordinary mode radiatio.n is ex
plained on the basis of this ,nonlinear force.

Recent detailed observations of Voyager
data 13.14 have shown that the t>roadband Jovian ki
lometric radiation, the bKOM,and the narrowband
Jovian kilo metric radiation, the nKOM (Refs 15
17) are in the extraordinary and ordinary modes,
respectively, and their source region is probably
the plasma torus of the Jupiter's satellite 10. Fur
ther, strong plasma wave activity is also reported
from this regionl7 •

We now apply the results of our investigation to
estimate the growth rate of the Jupiter's narrow
band kilometric radiation, which is emitted with
the peak frequency around 100 kHz, having the
probable source region at the outer edge of the'lo
plasma torus where the plasma frequency is about
100 kHz (Refs 14,18). We take the following prob
able parameters: A= 10 km, K=2;rrx lO-tl,'

k,L =4K, k,L =20kll, n= 120 cm-3, vo=0.5ve,'
T= 50 eV and E'II = 20 mY/m. With these par
ameters, the growth rate of the ordinary mode ra

diation [Eq. (33)] becomes yl wpez 10-.1.
The generation of f>rdinary mode radiation in a

magnetoplasma in the presence of a coherent ion
cyclotron wave was previously studied by
N ambu II. However, the result was erroneous be

cause of the mistake in calculating the imaginary
part contribution in the nonlinear dielectric func
tionl'!. In our study, the contribution from the po
larization term has been correctly computed. Fur
ther, the growth rate of the ordianry mode radia
tion has been obtained from the consideration of

the high frequency nonlinear force which drives
the instability .

5 Conclusions
As the mechanism discussed in this paper re

quires the presence of a low frequency wave for
the amplification of a high frequency wave, and as
this essential condition is satisfied in the probable
source region of the Jupiter's kilometric radiation
as reported from observation; we believtl that our
mechanism may be an efective process for, the

generation of the Jupiter's kilometric radiation.
More specifically, the theory presented in this pa
per may be applicabk to the nKOM which is in
the ordinary mode.

... (28)

... (35)

... (29)

... (32)

.. . (34)

... (31)

.. . (30)

y/Q,,= (~) I 2(~) (~)2(k,P) IE: (k'O~)!2;rr \ '" k ~ H ;rr flo J

y = - wile I", f /2enoQ

Here 1111stands for the imaginary part.

= (~)I':(Vo)(~):(ke)l§~ ... (33)y/w,,,, ;rr v ck k, R;rrfloTt' .1 II

The ordinary mode instability can be obtained
by puting Q=Qr=iy in Eq. (27), where Qr is the
real frequency, and y the growth rate of the ordi
nary mode. The real frequency and growth rate
are obtained, neglecting the nonlinear frequency
shift as

For I(w - kllvo)l/klive ~ 1,

I",Z( 1/) z i(;rrI2) 1 :

where ke is the electron Debye wave number.

where we assumed K Po' "" I. p" being the electron

gyroradiuli'.

Case I

For Q z W pe and W ~ Q, ~! ~ k ,L, the linear die
lectric function can be written as

Substituting Eqs (32) and (34) in Eq. (29), we ob
tain the growth rate of the ordinary mode in the
long wavelength limit for Q ""Q" and Q"P w,'" as

Case II

For Q z Qe' the linear dielectric function can be
expanded as

Substituting Eqs (31) and (32) in Eq. (29), we ob
tain the growth rate of the ordinary mode in the

long wavelength limit for Q z wpI' as
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In the present study we have assumed a station
ary turbulent state for the low frequency fluctu
ations. This assumption remains valid as long as
the time of interaction is small compared to the
characteristic time scale of the low frequency fluc
tuations.

Finally, we comment on the paper by DuBois
and Pesme20• For unmagnetized plasma, the most
dominant polarization contribution vanishes be
cause of the cancellation of the polarization terms
for electrostatic wave. However, the cancellation
does not occur for electromagnetic wave for an
unmagnetized plasma as well as for a magnetized
plasma and, therefore, the most dominant contrib
ution for plasma maser effect comes from the po
larization term Ie.
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